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RED ZONES
Red Zones takes viewers on a journey into the heart of the world’s last remaining 
untamed frontiers. Despite the rapidly developing modern world, there are still 
fragile territories which defy development and continue to operate outside of law 
and order. However the prohibited practices and illicit economies that are fueling 
these hidden worlds are also destroying them and the people who habit them. 
Through intimate and unfiltered access, this series will meet the heroes, villains 
and victims who struggle to survive, protect and profit off the dark side of the map.

4x60 | Producer: Frederick Gillingham | In Production

MISSION TO COLLISION
In this access led documentary series, we see how truckers transport the most 
perishable local products. Their speed, determination and high risk on the country’s 
most dangerous roads has earned them the nickname ‘The Flying Trucks’. The  
pilot episode follows drivers and characters on two routes in Kenya from Meru 
to Nairobi and from Meru to Lamu, large distances that require both speed and 
stamina.

4x60‘ | Producer: Afrika Live Media | In Production

ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK
Enter At Your Own Risk is a captivating series that takes its audience to some of the 
world‘s most dangerous places, offering an intimate glimpse into the lives of those 
who call these places home. Each episode provides unparalleled access to the 
residents, unveiling their stories from within. Every year, countless tourists venture 
to far-flung exotic destinations spanning South Africa, Asia, and South America. 
These travellers temporarily escape their bustling lives to bask in the sun, surf, and 
booze, often oblivious to the danger lurking just a stone‘s throw away.

1x60‘ | Producer: Joel Ross | In Production
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MISSING PRESUMED DEAD
In ‘Missing, Presumed Dead’, we hear the fascinating, shocking stories of real 
people’s disappearances from their own points of view. Each episode focuses on 
one unbelievable True Crime story. These stories will be told through a combination 
of cinematically-shot interviews with the missing person, their family and friends, 
and experts in abduction, identity fraud and survival techniques, as well as archive 
footage of news reports documenting the disappearance, home videos and photos, 
and stock footage to recreate key moments and build atmosphere.

10x60‘ | Producer: Spirit Media | Broadcaster: A&E UK | In Production

DANGEROUS JOURNEYS: TANZANIA
Deep in the heart of Tanzania... lies the country’s most dangerous road. Every day 
it is a risky race for trucks, buses and passenger cars, at any cost. Whether with 
trucks or fully loaded tankers, dangerous passing maneuvers are the rule, not the 
exception. Signs for “No Overtaking” - are understood from the young drivers as 
a recommendation and not as a regulation. The most dangerous section of the 
road, the Kitonga, is just eight kilometers long but the gradient is extreme and the 
abyss is deep ...

1x60‘ | Producer: Maximus Films | Production Year: 2023

BEHIND BARS 4
The documentary series provides an insight into the tough everyday life of 
the guards and inmates in the toughest prisons in the world. Whether in the 
Philippines, Madagascar, Colombia or the USA, the microcosms of the prison world 
are governed by their own rules and laws. Prisoners fight for survival, gangs for 
supremacy, and guards for the upper hand. In some of the notorious prisons they 
succeed, in others they have almost completely lost control...

6x60‘ | Producer: Maximus Films | Broadcaster: Discovery Asia | Production Year: 2023
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THE MOST DANGEROUS WAYS 
TO SCHOOL - KYRGYSZTAN
They travel in small reed canoes across the largest lake in the world, risk their 
lives in battered cable cars or fight their way through the ice desert at minus 50 
degrees Celsius. Their paths lead them through spectacular natural landscapes, 
sometimes they don‘t even wear shoes and sometimes it takes them days to reach 
their destination: students on their way to school.

1x60‘ | Producer: Maximus Films | Broadcaster: ARTE | Production year: 2024

UMOJA - WHERE WOMEN RULE
In the middle of one of the most misogynistic regions in the world, there is a place 
where only women call the shots: Umoja in Kenya. The name is no coincidence: 
Umoja means ‚solidarity‘ in Swahili. The women who live here stand together 
against the patriarchy of their tribe: the Samburu are ruled by men. But they have 
no access to Umoja. For Jane Lengo‘pe, Umoja is her home, the 48 women her 
family. That is also what she wants for Nairiamu Ledokode, the new girl in the 
village. The 37-year-old fled from her violent husband.

1x60‘ | Producer: Maximus Films | Production year: 2023

LIVING AND DYING FOR UKRAINE - 
BACHMUT
Bachmut was the scene of the largest and most devastating battle of the war in 
Ukraine to date. Russian troops besieged the city for over ten months until its fall 
in May 2023 – facing fierce resistance. WELT chief reporter Ibrahim Naber recounts 
the story of this battle and the fate of three Ukrainian soldiers: Vadim (18), Mikhailo 
(28), and Yuri (36). Only one of the young men will survive the second year of the 
Russian attack on Ukraine.

1x60‘ | Producer: Vachler Art Company | Production year: 2022
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